
MV-SM36-18V
SSP £799.00 +vat

Wet/dry vacuum cleaner, dust retention
capacity min 99.9% according to dust
M class.

Available at Airflo Dynamics
sales@airflodynamics.com
01509 509509

www.airflodynamics.com

Power Take-Off No

Capacity 25 Litre

Wet & Dry Yes

Warranty 12 months

Dimensions 450 x 400 x 575mm

Noise Level 69 dB

Weight 12.5 Kg

Voltage 36V (1x 36V / 2x 18V) Volt

Charging Time 75 mins

Running Time Low-mode: approx 100 min
Eco-mode: approx 34 min
Boost-mode: 21 min
(with 2x 18V 10 Ah batteries)

Air-Flow (max) 67 l/s

Depression 240 mbar

Filter Cleaning iPulse Automatic in rest

Filter Type M-Class

The first cordless wet and dry vacuum cleaner with giant power.
For the first time, a wet/dry vacuum cleaner with rechargeable battery
manages the power of a mains vacuum cleaner.

Up to 100 minutes running time (with 2 x 18V 10.0 Ah batteries)! The
3-stage power regulation makes longer battery runtimes possible at the
same time. For vacuuming directly on the power tool for drilling, milling,
grinding and sawing work, concrete, plaster, stone, cement, paint
(hazardousdust, dust class “M”). Perfect for use on the construction
site and in the workshop.

With the new cordless starmix Batrix, developed on ISC basis, you
are independent everywhere. The vacuum for short, hard jobs in boost
mode or longer jobs in eco/low mode - flexible and mobile. Perfect for
vacuuming on power tools or for floor cleaningwork.

With Smartfix (rail for systainer connection), 2 velcros,
antistatic hose.

For the toughest heavy-duty continuous use.

For connection to the powertool and direct vacuuming during drilling,
milling, grinding and sawing, concrete, plaster, stone, cement, wood,
paints and varnishes (hazardousdust, dust class “M”).A highly intelligent
electronics measure the current occupancy state of the filter (pressure
difference measurement “PDM”).

The electromagnetic pulse filter cleaning cleans the filters during
the work break, so that afterwards suction can be continued with
unchanged high air flow.

Once the factory preset vacuum value is reached, both of the filters
are alternately cleaned within 3.5 seconds using high performance
electromagnets, without interrupting work. Even the most fine and
problematic particles of dusts - such as plaster - can be easily removed
from the filters.

Benefit: cleaning according to requirements at constantly high air flow,
significantly reduced system costs due to longer filter life, saves time
and costs.

Doesn’t incl. Wand Kit &Batteries

Specification

FILTER
CLASS

M

THE STARMIX BATRIX
CORDLESS M CLASS
VACUUM EXTRACTOR

MV-SACC-BATPAC
SSP £292.00 +vat


